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Our trip started on Monday when we all met in Tabor and then went by a train to
Austria. When we arrived to Linz we had to go to our hostel. We chose to walk there
and it turned out not to be the best idea. Because it was very hot, our luggages were
super heavy and the way to the hostel was uphill. Anyways at the hostel we met with
the polish group and then we all went to the city center where we got dinner and just
walk through the streets and to the main square.

Even tho we didn’t do much this day compared to the other days i would still say
that this day was my favorite because it was my first time in Linz and i was absolutly
amazed by the beauties of the city.

On tuesday morning we had a spoken tour about the city Linz. After that we went to
Ars Electronica center. We had walked throug many exhibitions and really enjoyed it.
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After Ars electronice center we separated from the polish and austrian group and
went to Höhen rausch- walking on the roofs. We also climbed the wooden tower and
had a steam shower. In the evening we took a ride to the Pöstlingberg mountain.
There was a beautiful view of the city Linz, which we took many photos of.

On Wednesday we went to Wels by train and met Erasmus leader teacher. She showed us the city and we visited some historical sites of the city. We also visited science
center and that was pretty funny. After an interesting visit we went to school and ate
Apfelstrudel. After the lunch we met Austrian students and did projects about climate change. After the meeting we went back to Linz and we were shopping a little
bit. Our teacher had his birthday, so we went to the restaurant to celebrate. Happy
Birthday to you again.
On Thursday we went to Steyr. We went through the city and learned about the
history of Steyr. Then we went to Museum Arbeitswelt and visited a castle with big
garden and fountain. Inside we saw old library and how the people in past lived.
In the end we came back to Linz where we had free time. We shopped and went to
restaurant for dinner.
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On Friday we started the day by waking up later than usual, had a nice breakfast
at the hostel and then we packed our stuff and left our hotel. We still had lots of time
left and we wanted to have some more memories of Linz so we went out shopping
for one last time. After our last shopping spree we said our final goodbyes to Linz
and at 12:00 we got on our train back to Tábor. After our train tickets were checked
3 times again we arrived back to Tábor where we told each other goodbye and went
back home where we were thinking back on our wonderful erasmus+ trip to Austria.
Take care and see ya next month in Škofja Loka, Slovenia!
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